2nd International Workshop on Graph Theoretic Analysis of Biological Networks (IWBNA)

Chairs: Young-Rae Cho and Pietro H. Guzzi

December 19, 2010

4:25pm
Opening Remarks.

4:25pm – 4:45pm
Young-Rae Cho.

4:45pm – 5:10pm
Using Graph Modularity Analysis to Identify Transcription Factor Binding Sites.

5:10pm – 5:35pm
Predicting Metabolic Pathways from Metabolic Networks with Limited Biological Knowledge.

5:35pm – 6:00pm
PBSK Browser: Navigate Biological Pathways of PSI-MI, BioPAX, SBML, and KGML Format.
Donglin Huang, Yiling Huang, Christian Klukas, Ralf Hofestädt, and Ming Chen.

6:00pm
Closing Remarks.